About
EcoSolutions

EcoSolutions
At Mondi, we believe there is no single route
towards sustainability. Our customer-centric
approach, EcoSolutions, ensures that we ask the
right questions to determine product criteria and
feasible methods to:

–

Replace less sustainable products with solutions
that help our customers fulfil their commitments,
following our principle of paper where possible,
plastic when useful.
Reduce overall environmental footprint through
operational efficiency and raw material choices,
including recycled plastic and fibres.
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Recycle by developing fit-for-purpose paper and
plastic solutions that are designed for recycling.
Our passionate research and development teams
always welcome new challenges – especially when
it benefits the planet.

Advantage Smooth
White Strong
Let‘s talk about how we
can help you to meet your
sustainability goals.
Contact us today!

Mondi

–

Fiorini creates a window into
the future with EcoSolutions
As the demand for sustainable packaging arises from the market and consumers,
finding a way to stand out on the shelves requires unconventional designs.
Find out how Mondi creates more sustainable solutions.
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Sustainable by Design

mondigroup.com

Paper where possible,
plastic when useful

–

At Mondi, we believe packaging should be sustainable
by design – paper where possible, plastic when useful.
The next generation of packaging requires the collaboration of the entire value chain, from responsible
sourcing to next life circular recycling. As a manufacturer
of paper and flexible plastic packaging, we are uniquely
positioned to work together with our customers to
find the most sustainable solution.

The Challenge

The Solution
Advantage Smooth White Strong is a calendered speciality
kraft paper made of 100 percent virgin fibre offering high
strength and superior printability. The pasta packaging made
of paper includes a large paper window. The sealing technique
requires food glue that reactivates to heat inside the package
and covers approximately 1 centimetre of the opening.

The Result

Our Approach

Renewable
Materials

Fiorini successfully launched a paper packaging solution, setting
a new benchmark for sustainability in Europe, where packaging
for similar products is made of plastic or plastic-coated paper.
The packaging featuring Advantage Smooth White Strong is
suitable for waste paper recycling streams – even in countries
with the highest-level requirements. At Mondi, we consider this a
win-win situation, especially since it benefits our clients and the
environment.

A leading converter in the field of form-fill-seal applications,
Fiorini was looking to replace plastic packaging with a paper
alternative that set itself apart from the market. Fiorini envisioned
a stand-up bag with a window – both elements made of recyclable
paper. Moreover, the solution needed to support the company’s
new leak-proof sealing technique to ensure the highest standards
of product quality while still meeting strict paper waste stream
requirements.
Before

Using Mondi’s EcoSolutions approach, our team of experts worked
closely with Fiorini to determine its sustainability, packaging and
recyclability criteria. Our research and development facilities tested
several paper grades for strength, stretch and forming processes.
Moreover, the paper surface properties were analysed in-depth to
ensure excellent printability. Mondi developed and tested along
every step for an optimised solution and collaborated with key
partners to attain food contact certifications to meet all of Fiorini’s
packaging needs.

–

Advantage Smooth White Strong
is certified for food contact end-uses
and meets the following sustainable
product criteria:

After

Responsible
Sourcing

Next
Life

high
strength
superior
printability

100%
recyclable

Pietro Fiorini
Managing Director,
Fiorini

“Thanks to our creative collaboration
with Mondi, we have the perfect partner
for our pasta bag. Together, we are redefining
packaging for sugar and flour now, too.”

